Blithe still deplored the bad taste of the C.F.A. advertisements.
For instance:
"This theatre is not suited for the display of evening dress.
Hats must be taken off; but in other respects parliamentary and
churchgoing dress is good enough for the CF.A. Theatre."
Dabernoon, who never went to church, and hardly knew what
parliament was, could not understand this.
"Admission to all parts of the house, half-a-crown. On Wed-
nesdays and Saturdays, one shilling."
Roy de Bois Guilbert, whose native quarter was the Elephant
and Castle, was dismissed from his employment with bodily vio-
lence by Dabernoon for prophesying that they would soon chuck
the half-crown, as nobody but toffs could afford it.
The next sensation was among the dramatic authors. It was
made by the following announcement:
"The manager of the C.F.A. Theatre regrets to have to an-
nounce that his attempt to procure a new play introducing a
married woman in love with her own husband, and without a past,
has been wholly unsuccessful. An appeal to our leading dramatic
authors to write such a play has elicited a unanimous refusal to
compromise their professional reputation by dealing with an ab-
normal situation and catering for morbid tastes. The manage-
ment has, therefore, determined to open the C.F.A, Theatre with
a revival of the most successful play in English literature, the one
which opened the theatre to Shakespear and inaugurated the
Elizabethan stage (not Mr William Poel's but an earlier XVI-
XVII Century enterprise known by the same name).
"The First and Second Parts of King Henry VI will be played
on successive evenings from the opening of the theatre until
further notice. Later on, they will be replaced by the Third Part
and the Tragedy of King Richard HL These plays will not be
altered or revised for representation in any way, as the C.F.A.
Theatre has, unfortunately, not succeeded in obtaining the
services of a stage manager whose judgment in these matters
can be accepted as unquestionably superior to Shakespear's. Mr
Algernon Swinburne, however, whose all but idolatrous venera-

